The purpose of these literacies is to help ministry leaders—both lay and ordained—embody online the values of their faith traditions and communities with integrity, grace, and an orientation toward serving others in healthy and responsive ways.

COMMUNAL LITERACIES
pertain to the minister’s relationship with the communities the minister serves.

NAVIGATING HYBRID + DIGITAL CULTURES
CONVENING HYBRID + DIGITAL COMMUNITY

DISPOSITIONAL LITERACIES
relate to the minister’s interior orientation and the need to stay grounded amid the anxieties and challenges of ministry in the digital age.

CULTIVATING A SPIRITUALLY WISE DIGITAL HABITUS {CENTERING}
MAINTAINING A POSTURE OF EXPERIMENTATION {EXPERIMENTING}

CONSTRUCTIVE LITERACIES
allow ministers to make meaning and deploy digital religious resources both skillfully and sensitively.

CREATING + CURATING FAITH-BASED MEDIA ARTIFACTS
CONNECTING MEDIA TO THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION {REFLECTING}

EMBODIED LITERACY
emerges from the integration of the other literacies.

PRESENTING AUTHENTICALLY + PASTORALLY
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